14th April 2022

Information session; RFQ: UNFPA/PAL/RFQ/2022/005
Via Google meet

Questions and Answers
#
Question
1 Native android and ios REACT NATIVE,
OR Ionic to generate too apps one for
android and one for Ios. Which is
UNFPA preferred language to be used
as this entails 3 different languages!

2 Should a mobile application to be
developed or provider needs to
ensure responsiveness of the
dashboard through smart phones
and tablets?

Answer
The dashboard will be web-based not a mobile
app. The specific choice of the programming
language will be determined in the analysis
phase in agreement with HCYS IT.
We need the programming to be fully
responsive by smart phones and tablets. Not a
separate mobile application.

3 If, in addition to the RFQ document, Yes, UNFPA staff, available in the recording for
UNFPA can give additional brief on all, provided additional briefing.
the assignment
4 What kind of data to be displayed
via the dashboard

Wide range of data to be visualised in different
accessible and attractive forms, including
indicators on youth across health, education,
participation, employment, etc... 40-50
indicators to be animated with the option to
add related youth interest stories, publications
and Videos.
Example:
Youth Indicators
https://ec.europa.eu/eurostat/web/youth/data/eudashboard
https://www.unfpa.org/data/dashboard/adolescentyouth .

5 Is there any flow of how the
screens will work, youth access,
etc..

It’s not about users! It’s a dashboard open for all
youth and public, that will visualise data
concerning youth over a period of time,
including the national youth strategy outcomes
and indicators, with a sub-page that solicit
youth opinions (through surveys, Q&A) to give
them an opportunity to raise their concerns,
aspirations, and feedback on the strategy. There
should be a reference to the RFQ UNFPA needs
to receive the system analysis upon starting the
task then a business requirement document to
be developed then the rest of the work, site

6 Is it possible to extend the deadline
for submission of the response to
this RFQ to end of next week?

mapping and design. It is the applicant to
propose something of high quality.
Yes, extended until 21st April 12:00 pm
Jerusalem time.
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